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Questions about the purpose(s) or central theme of the Book of Acts are not new, and of
course it is doubtful that such questions will be put to rest anytime soon. After all, Acts is a
narrative text with its unique twists and turns in action and suspense. Narratives are, by their
nature, much more implicit than explicit, at least in comparison to a letter. Added to that is the
fact that narrative plot is easier to talk about than it is to describe. While Aristotle described plot
as what holds the various scenes and actions together, 1 it is much more like a rope, made up of
multiple strands woven and twisted together, than it is a single, distinct thread that holds
everything together. Thus, any attempt to explore the nuances of one strand must admit upfront
that there are many other matters that are intricately connected to it.
With such a caveat in place, I would like to explore the idea that, among those central
themes and issues that run through the Book of Acts, is the redefinition or understanding of what
it means to be the people of God. 2 Such a proposal is not substantially different from matters
regarding Christian mission and its legitimacy that often receive attention in Acts studies. To be
sure, studies of the speeches in Acts, particular the Stephen speech in Acts 7 and Paul’s speech in
the synagogue of Pisidian Antioch in Acts 13, have uncovered in helpful ways how these
speeches legitimate the Christian mission that ends up extending to non-Jewish and Jewish
persons alike. The speeches in Acts stand as significant elements in the narrative as the narrator
employs them to provide implicit commentary at strategic points. Certainly, much can be said in
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affirmation that in the speeches of Acts one hears clearly the Lukan voice. However, it is the
contention here that the focus on the Acts mission speeches has not adequately addressed other
aspects of this work that also contribute to that narrative and what it might say and do. Among
those aspects is the Lukan combination of repetition and narrative conflict as a literary device to
emphasize particular scenes and highlight matters of importance. Of particular interest is the
narrative conflict on three fronts: (1) in Jerusalem between Jewish religious leaders and the
Jewish believers (Acts 1−7), (2) in Jerusalem again among the Christian believers themselves
(Acts 11, 15, and 21), and (3) in Paul’s ministry between him and “the Jews” in general. When
one examines these aspects of the Acts narrative, one finds that the conflict may be provoked by
mission and practice but is not over the legitimacy of the Christian mission per se. 3 Rather, the
conflict is ultimately over a theological understanding of what it means to be the people of God.
Thus, this paper will explore (a) the nature and character of the people of God and (b) the
formation and re-formation of such a people in the book of Acts. The focus will be on the three
conflict scenes in Jerusalem among the Christian believers that accentuate differences between
understandings of what it means to be the people of God (differences in ecclesiology) and the
corresponding Christian mission as presented in Acts, with the hope that such a study may
contribute to theological discussions and praxis in the Wesleyan-Methodist traditions of our day.
A. An examination of the conflict scenes of the Jerusalem church
One finds the three conflict scenes of the Jerusalem church placed in strategic narrative
locations at the heart of the Acts narrative following the extended narrative focus on Jerusalem in
chapters 1−7, in which Luke describes the fulfillment of God’s purposes to Israel, the people of
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God. The Temple as the probable location of the Pentecost episode in Acts 2, 4 the interpretation
of what happened as the fulfillment of divine promises in the Jewish Scriptures, and the
summary materials regarding the sizable group of believers all point to what God had done on
behalf of God’s people by exalting Jesus and establishing him as Lord over that people.
However, the Jewish religious leaders rejected the believers’ proclamation of Jesus’ lordship and
leadership, so that essentially the religious leaders created division among the Jewish people by
opposing the fledgling movement of Christ-followers. The contrasting images of the Jewish
religious leaders and the Jewish believers in these chapters differentiate the two groups, 5 with the
former group in opposition to God and the latter group in obedience to God. 6 The differences
between these two portraits of Jews in Jerusalem function rhetorically to entice the reader to
identify the believers rather than the leaders with what it means to be the people of God.
1. The Jerusalem church and their confrontation of Peter over the incident with Cornelius
(Acts 11:1-18)
Given the ways that the Lukan narrator portrays the Jerusalem church in Acts 1−7, the
reaction toward Peter after the incident in Caesarea at the home of the Gentile Cornelius may
come as something of a surprise. To be sure, the Jerusalem believers do not have the benefit of
the perspective of an omniscient narrator, who offers to the reader a view of that meeting
between the likes of Peter and Cornelius and focuses distinctly on the divine initiative that
instigated and blessed the encounter. At the same time, both the cumulative image of the
Jerusalem believers to this point in the narrative and the juxtaposition of this scene with the
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initial glimpses of the believers in Antioch suggest that there may be more here than what
initially meets the eye.
Three aspects of the Lukan depiction of this conflict scene between the Jerusalem
believers and Peter are important for our purposes. First, the narrator mentions that the believers
in Judea have received wind of what had happened with Cornelius, in particular that Gentiles had
also “received the word of God” (Acts 11:1), the same Lukan expression used earlier to describe
the Samaritan’s response to Philip’s ministry (8:14). Thus, when Peter himself arrives in
Jerusalem, he is met with intense criticism from, according to Luke, hoi ek peritomês, “those
from the circumcision” or simply circumcised believers (11:2), a rather odd description given the
fact that the believers in Jerusalem would be Jewish believers and therefore presumably
circumcised. 7 However, there is a narrative gap regarding how such information drifted their
way, not to mention how they obtained the more incriminating details against Peter: that he had
not only entered into the home of the uncircumcised but also ate with them (11:3). 8 It is quite
possible that those who first broke the study about Peter were none other than those Jewish
believers who accompanied Peter to Cornelius’s house but who were strangely missing when
Peter was invited, presumably by Cornelius and the others, to stay for a few days. 9 While these
who were amazed that Gentiles had received the same gift from God that they had received (cf.
10:45) seemingly dropped out of sight just before this narrative gap, one way to make sense of
the story’s peculiarities is this: that these men objected to Peter’s obvious acceptance of these
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Gentiles-turned-believers (although the narrator mentions nothing about any dissenting responses
to Peter’s question in 10:47) and had scurried back to Jerusalem with the juicy details in hand.
Thus, the narrator’s description of these “from the circumcision” contrasts directly with those
“uncircumcised men” (andras akrobustian echontas) 10 with whom Peter had associated—a
contrast that places in sharp relief the substantive issue facing the believers and their
understanding regarding the nature of the people of God. 11
Second, Peter’s response to the critical interrogation by these circumcised believers
includes both narrative repetition and some strengthened emphases that suggest that there is
something in this specific scene that the narrator does not want his readers to miss. (a) Peter
reiterates both his vision and Cornelius’s brush with the angel (although Peter reverses the
order). (b) Peter reiterates over and over again what the reader already knows about his own
encounter: the vision came from God (the visionary sheet came down from heaven, 11:5; Peter
responded to the voice as “Lord”, 11:8; the Spirit told him to go with Cornelius’s emissaries,
11:11). (c) Here Peter emphasizes how closely the sheet descended to him (êlthen achri emou;
11:5) and how carefully he examined it: the participle atenisas and the imperfect indicative
katenooun (11:6) stress the impact of that vision as he sought to understand it. (d) In addition,
Peter does not simply repeat his objection to the “kill and eat” directive but intensifies it in ways
that would make even his accusers swell with pride: “nothing profane or unclean has ever
entered my mouth” (11:8; NRSV). 12 (e) Peter also repeats his conclusion after the coming of the
Holy Spirit upon these Gentiles: that it happened to them “just as it also happened to us in the
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beginning” (11:15, cf. 10:47). 13 (f) Finally, Peter’s response here includes the addition that he
remembered what Jesus had said—that Jesus’ followers would be baptized with the Holy
Spirit—which is lacking in Luke’s rendition in chapter 10 but by which Peter concludes that
doing anything differently would have placed him in the foolhardy position of standing in the
way of God and God’s purposes (11:17). Thus, the Lukan narrator seems to play with the verb
diakrinô, which appears both to describe the criticism of the circumcised believers (11:2) and the
distinction that Jews would typically make between themselves and non-Jews which would cause
a faithful Jew like Peter to hesitate to accompany the messengers from Cornelius (11:12). 14 On
the one hand, the circumcised believers are guilty precisely of the divine prohibition spoken to
Peter. On the other hand, in this meeting Peter uses the discernment and discrimination
associated with this same verb to confront a flawed understanding of what had happened, what
God was doing, and ultimately what God intends regarding the nature of the people of God.
While Peter stands with his fellow Jewish believers in wrestling with his issue, he also helps
them to discern and think through what has just happened and ultimately what it might mean to
be the people of God by appropriating the words of Jesus, so that what he has experienced is
understood and brought into focus through these sacred words that function here much as the
Scriptures in Peter’s Pentecost speech in chapter 2 or Stephen’s speech in chapter 7.
Third, the inclusion of this particular scene within the Jerusalem believers, followed
immediately by the Lukan narration of the activities that spawn the Antioch church, suggests at
least that the reader compare and contrast these two images of these two distinct groups of
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believers. This suggestion is bolstered by the fact that the introductory materials of Acts 11:19ff
point back to the scattering of the believers after the murder of Stephen and the subsequent
persecution (7:54−8:3). That is, these materials regarding the Antiochan Christians may not
belong chronologically in chapter 11, yet the Lukan narrator has narratively positioned these
materials here … right after telling about the controversy provoked by the Cornelius incident.
To be sure, the opening verse describes precisely what the Jerusalem believers would have
endorsed: they “proclaimed the word to no one except only to Jews” (lalountes ton logon ei mê
monon Ioudaiois; 11:19). 15 However, Luke uses the same verb, along with the phrase
“delivering the good news about the Lord Jesus” (euangelizomenoi ton kurion Iêsoun; 11:20), to
describe in much grander fashion what the reader has already encountered with the Cornelius
material: the reception of the gospel message by large numbers of Gentiles (11:21, 24). 16 The
sending of Barnabas to Antioch provides the reader with a reliable witness to what God was
doing. This man whom the narrator characterizes like Stephen 17 recognizes the grace of God
when he sees it, rejoices (a typical Lukan response to the purposes and activity of God), and
serves in ways that results in a “considerable crowd” of people being “added … to the Lord”
(11:24). The latter description is reminiscent in both wording and content of what happened in
Jerusalem after Pentecost (2:47; 5:14) and is then bolstered by the recruitment of Saul from
Tarsus (11:25-27). While some may write off the last few verses as insignificant to the narrative,
the response of the Antiochan Christians regarding the predicted famine over the Roman
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empire 18 illustrates something about the character of this group. The narrator mentions nothing
about the motives behind their actions other than that they gave financial resources for the
believers living in Judea (11:29) as ministry (eis diakonian; 11:29). It is difficult to miss the
irony here: those in Judea questioned the legitimacy of associating with Gentiles and of
considering the possibility of Gentiles being numbered among the people of God; the Antiochan
believers, including both Jews and Gentiles, treated these Judean believers with a kind of
benevolence similar to that which the narrator in earlier chapters had considered noteworthy
among the Jerusalem believers themselves.
In many ways, it appears as though the Antioch Christians 19 have taken on at least some
of the ideal qualities that the Lukan narrator has, up to this point in the narrative, reserved for the
Jerusalem church. While the initial depiction of the Jerusalem believers offers a distinct portrait
of the Jewish believers as the people of God due to the leadership and lordship of Jesus as the
Christ, the first of three scenes of conflict within the Jerusalem church at the center of the Acts
narrative, juxtaposed with the introduction of the Antiochan Christians, offers the reader a rather
puzzling tale without much assistance toward resolution. Certainly, there are questions, but the
questions deal more with Jewish categories than Christian mission. These questions arise
because Peter’s experience has precipitated theological questions regarding the people among
whom God works. The ambiguities between the conflict scene itself and its context may suggest
what we already know: that the Lukan narrator has not finished his work in telling the story of
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what it means to be the people of God. 20 What one may conclude, at least in a preliminary way,
is that Luke’s inclusion of this scene of controversy has set the table—at least a new table—for
further considerations and deliberations regarding what it means to be the people of God.
2. The so-called “Jerusalem Council” and the debate over circumcision (Acts 15:1-35)
Perhaps the most familiar of the three scenes regarding debate and controversy within the
Jerusalem church is the one in Acts 15, typically called the “Jerusalem Council” or the
“Apostolic Council.” This episode has attracted much more scholarly attention than the previous
one, which is not entirely surprising due to its extended treatment, questions that arise regarding
the historicity (or lack thereof) of this material, and debate over the decree that the church
endorses. However, given the similarities between this episode and the one in chapter 11, a
plausible suggestion is that we consider this latter episode in light of the former one, due to
narrative sequence. In light of such a reading, several aspects of this episode stand out.
First, similar to the first scene, here in chapter 15 an issue is raised by persons from Judea
(Acts 15:1; cf. 11:1-2). While the narrator does not state that these are Jewish believers, most
likely they are, since Barnabas, Paul and some other believers are soon sent to meet with the
apostles, elders and other adelphoi in Jerusalem. However, while the stated issue is related to the
criticism directed toward Peter in chapter 11, the matter here has a different focus. The problem
has to do with the requirement of circumcision. 21 Probably what precipitated this problem was
the success of the ministry of Paul and Barnabas, as narrated in chapters 13 and 14. As the
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extended account in another Antioch, in the region of Pisidia, makes clear, a significant number
of Jews, converts to Judaism, and non-Jews responded favorably to the gospel message that the
ministry team proclaimed at the synagogue (cf. 13:42-44, 48-49). The concluding description of
disciples (mathêtai) “filled with joy and with the Holy Spirit” (13:52) is reminiscent of earlier
depictions of the believers in Jerusalem. Similar things happened next in Iconium (14:1-7). One
should note that these responses by both Jews and non-Jews mirror what occurred earlier in
Antioch of Syria, with the narrator mentioning nothing in any instance about Paul and Barnabas
requiring circumcision of Gentile believers. 22 Thus, it is likely that this contentious issue 23 came
up due to the conversion of Gentiles and their increasing presence. In other words, the problem
concerning circumcision seems to be a problem of Jewish identity and self-understanding,
particularly as it relates to them as the people of God. 24 Thus, the question focuses on the issue
of Gentile partnership or inclusion into the people of God rather than on the legitimacy of a
Christian mission that includes Gentiles. 25
Second, the substance of the debate has a threefold focus that is similar to the episode in
chapter 11: (a) the witness or testimony of what God has done, (b) the interpretation of what has
happened according to Scripture, and (c) some level of resolution to the problem with the
endorsement of the church. Each of these require brief attention. (a) Although the narrator
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mentions that there is considerable debate 26 among the “apostles and elders” (15:6), Peter again
takes center stage and offers a generalized account of what God had been doing. In this short
speech (15:7-11), he reiterates what he had stated earlier: that God’s activity among the Gentiles
was nothing different from what God had done among the Jewish believers. 27 The narrator also
mentions (almost in passing) a report of Barnabas and Paul to the entire gathering (pan to
phêthos) that supplements Peter’s address by affirming “what God had done among the Gentiles
through them” (15:12). 28 When James addresses the gathering and reiterates what Peter had
stated, 29 it is noteworthy that he describes God as taking from among the Gentiles “a people
[laon] for his name” (15:14). One cannot miss the significance of the usage of the term laos,
which in Acts is typically reserved for the Jewish people as the people of God, because here it is
used here with reference to the Gentiles. 30 Thus, according to the Lukan James, God had also
made it possible for Gentiles to be identified among the people of God.
(b) However, this conclusion by James was not based merely on what the believers had
observed as God’s activity. James compares this conclusion with “the words of the prophets”
and finds it to be in agreement with them. 31 Not surprisingly for the Lukan narrator, he offers a
version of the passage to which James refers, Amos 9:11-12, that follows more closely the
Septuagint’s rendering rather than the Massoretic Text. Although the Hebrew passage predicts
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the restoration and rule of Israel over all other nations, the quoted passage from the Septuagint
suggests not only that God’s promises benefit the Jewish people but that the Gentiles are also
benefactors of the enthronement of the Davidic Messiah (which in Acts 2 is understood as
having taken place through Jesus’ exaltation). 32 Thus, as Robert Tannehill states, “[T]he
fulfillment of a central promise of Jewish scripture is understood to bring saving benefits to both
Jews and Gentiles.” 33 In other words, James interprets God’s extraordinary activity in bringing
salvation to the Gentiles and incorporating them into the people of God by appealing to the
Jewish Scriptures—an appeal not uncommon in the Book of Acts. 34
(c) James’s conclusion not only contributes to a reformation of the understanding of the
concept “people of God” but also lays the foundation for his proposed solution, which is outlined
in verses 19-20 and then reiterated when the narrator reveals the contents of the agreed-upon
letter in verses 24-29. The questions regarding the differences in the two (or three, if one
considers Acts 21:25) versions of the decree need not sidetrack us here. The similarities between
these requirements and the material in Leviticus 17−18 suggest that the decree does not offer
something new but simply reaffirms basic conditions already established by the Jewish
Scriptures that enable social interaction (in particular, table fellowship) between Jews and
Gentiles. 35 The fact that the Jerusalem church readily accepts James’s recommendation in
unanimous fashion, as the letter indicates (edoxen hêmin genomenois homothymadon; Acts
15:25), is somewhat surprising, given the rather emphatic declarations that began the debate.
32
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When one adds to this the positive response of the Antiochan believers to the letter, it does
appear as though the resolution fulfills the intent behind it by easing the controversy and the
tensions behind it. However, the intense disagreement between Paul and Barnabas over whether
John Mark should accompany them that leads to them unceremoniously parting company, almost
immediately after this resolution, offers some subtle hints that perhaps there is more here than
what meets the eye. Given the precarious nature of the character of John Mark in Acts as one
who had deserted (ton apostanta ap’ autôn; 15:38), at least from Paul’s perspective, the work to
which the Spirit had called (see 13:1-3) and who had family ties to the Jerusalem church where
the questions had first surfaced, it is conceivable that the rift occurs over the whole issue of the
place of the Gentiles, within the people of God and thereby within the Christian mission. 36 To
be sure, the narrator may have left out as much if not more of the story than he includes.
Nonetheless, the decree may be more ambiguous than it initially appears to be, since those
requirements had functioned in the past to enable social interaction between Jews and Gentiles
but never placed the two groups as equal partners within the designation “people of God.”
Third, one should note the narrative structure of the larger passage. The setting of the
opening scene is Antioch of Syria, from which all the ministry endeavors of Acts 13−14
originate in response to the divine call realized by the church in worship (13:1-3). While the
challenge by the Judean believers appears to be in conflict with what God was seemingly
initiating and enabling, the narrator quickly moves the action to Jerusalem, where the church
leaders confirm what had been happening and thereby are cognizant that God was behind these
things. Consistent with the Lukan narrator’s emphases throughout Luke and Acts, there is a
movement back to Jerusalem. One may argue that the city functions as the center of Luke’s
36

See the important essay regarding John Mark as a character in Acts by C. Clifton Black, “John Mark in the
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symbolic world, 37 and this episode does offer support to that view. 38 However, one cannot
ignore the fact that, upon leaving Jerusalem, the action returns to Antioch, with what happens in
the next five chapters originating again from that city. Thus, like in chapter 11, the churches of
Jerusalem and Antioch are juxtaposed in ways that entice readers to compare and contrast them.
In many ways, Jerusalem may be the center from which the church and her mission are born, but
Antioch functions as a center of a different sort: the center of an alternative understanding of the
people of God, for which the Lukan narrator uses the designation ekklêsia, that includes both
Jews and Gentiles and that spreads the gospel message to the “ends of the earth” (1:8).
3. The Jerusalem church and accusations against Paul (Acts 21:17-36) 39
Of the three conflict scenes involving the Jerusalem church, the third one has received the
least scholarly attention. However, its narrative placement suggests this episode’s significance,
both as the third of this series of conflicts scenes before us and as something of a narrative hinge
for the rest of Acts, since the narrative takes a decidedly different turn after this by focusing the
readers’ attention onto the trials and defense of Paul. While the heightened drama, charged
emotions, and escalating tension are the makings of a good story, their appearances here reveal
substantive issues that are concerned primarily with the understanding and nature of the people
of God rather than with mission. These issues, hidden in part by the narrative ambiguity of this
passage, require a closer examination of this particular scene.
37
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In many ways, the raising of a rumor or accusation against Paul by the Jerusalem church
leaders comes abruptly upon the reader. After the narrator summarizes that Paul reports what
“God had done among the Gentiles through his ministry” (Acts 21:19)—a summary similar to
that found earlier (15:12)—he also mentions that “those who heard this were praising God”
(21:20), a description reminiscent of earlier pictures of believers praising God and what God was
doing (cf. 4:21; 11:18; 13:48; see also 2:47). Surprisingly, however, the narrator continues the
sentence without interruption, introducing concerns about Paul’s ministry. 40 The accusation
itself is prefaced by a reminder 41 of the many Jews who are believers and who are zealous for the
law (pantes zêlôtai tou nomou hyparchousin). The reminder itself becomes all the more
significant when the accusation or rumor is revealed: that Paul has been teaching all Jews of the
Diaspora to abandon their Jewish heritage—everything that identified them as the people of God
(21:21).
The seriousness of the charge is indicated by two aspects of the text. First, the rumor is
not about something that Paul had allegedly done on one or two occasions: the present tense
indicative didaskeis suggests that this kind of teaching was Paul’s regular practice. Second, the
accusation describes his teaching as nothing less than apostasian … apo Môüseôs, a most serious
charge to any Jew. In other words, the allegation is that Paul was teaching against circumcision
and the Jewish law, toward which the zeal of the Jewish Christians is said to be directed. And
there is no doubt from the narrative that the Jewish believers take this rumor seriously and
believe it. Interestingly, there is no opportunity in the narrated chain of events for Paul to defend
himself. Rather, the Jerusalem church leaders instruct Paul to participate in and pay for a rite of
40
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purification with four other men, thereby dropping the responsibility in Paul’s lap to prove to all
(pantes) that the accusation about him is not true (21:24).
While the tensions over Paul escalate near the end of his days of purification at the
Temple, the new set of accusations posited by Jews from the province of Asia against him in
verse 28 mirror the earlier charge in three ways. First, at the center of the accusations is what
Paul had been teaching (ho anthrôpos … ho didaskôn). Second, this teaching has been allegedly
against, among other things, the law (kata … tou nomou). Third, Paul’s audience for such
teaching is described in hyperbolic ways as “all persons everywhere” (pantas pantachê), which
here points beyond Jews to also non-Jews as he purportedly taught “against the people, the law,
and this place” (kata tou laou kai tou nomou kai tou topou toutou). Thus, the allegation is that
Paul is a disloyal Jew who has betrayed his own people, the ultimate sign of apostasy. In
addition, the Asian Jews also accuse Paul of bringing a Gentile into the Temple. The result of
these accusations is nothing less than a riotous mob scene, as the agitated crowd in verse 27
(sunecheon panta ton ochlon) quickly escalates so that now “the whole city” was aroused (hê
polis hôlê; 21:30). As a result, the people seize Paul and drag him out of the Temple to kill him,
only to be snatched from the grasp of his would-be murderers by Roman soldiers (21:30-32).
The similarities between the accusations against Paul lead one to conclude that the same
issues have created the apprehension of both the Jewish believers and the other Jews in
Jerusalem about him. While the non-believing Jews of the Diaspora seem to accuse Paul
directly, the believing Jews apparently assume the validity of such allegations and do nothing to
discredit them. In addition, the narrator mentions nothing about any protection of Paul or
assistance to him from the Christian Jews within the riotous scene—certainly out of the
“myriads” of such believing Jews, some could have come to his aid. Thus, the distinctions
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between these two groups of Jews are blurred in this scene. The implications are that, when “the
whole city” is aroused and violently goes after Paul, both non-believing and believing Jews
comprise the mob. 42 No help comes because, as Luke Timothy Johnson states, the believing
community in Jerusalem “was divided from within concerning Paul’s loyalty to Judaism.” 43
In part, I agree with Johnson’s assessment. What one finds here in Acts 21 ultimately
deals with the character and nature of the people of God, as the issues over circumcision, the law,
and apostasy suggest. As Robert Tannehill correctly notes, the opposition forces against Paul
focuses on three marks of Jewish identity that they believe Paul has attacked through rejection:
they are the people (a) whom God has chosen, (b) whom God’s law has governed, and (c) whose
worship of God centers on a divinely established Temple in Jerusalem. 44 However, such an
assessment does not go far enough, in part because these allegations against Paul do not correlate
with other features of the Acts narrative, most notably the characterization of Paul himself.
Throughout the Pauline portion of Acts, the narrator presents Paul as a devout and loyal Jew.
Paul’s custom on the Sabbath was to go to the Jewish synagogue. He not only circumcised
Timothy “because of the Jews who were in those places” (16:3) but also served as a member of
the party that delivered the decree from the Jerusalem church to Antioch (cf. 15:22, 25, 30) and
to Asia Minor (16:1-4). Persons in Philippi supplement the narrator’s characterization of Paul as
a Jew by identifying Paul and Silas as Jews before the authorities (16:21). He even does what
the Jerusalem church leaders ask of him by participating in a Jewish rite of purification. Both in
word and deed, the reader finds impeccable fidelity to Judaism in Paul the narrative character.
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At the same time, one cannot ignore that in the narrator’s rendition the intensity of Jewish
opposition against Paul dramatically increases between the meeting of the so-called “Jerusalem
Council” and this latest incident. If both Jewish believers and non-believers perceive Paul as an
apostate Jew who has renounced everything they understand themselves to be as the people of
God and this perception is the spark that ignites that volatile situation in this latest scene in
Jerusalem, then what is behind these accusations? From where do they come? And how does
the interpreter make sense of what is going on?
There are several ways to interpret these accusations in light of the incongruity between
them and the Lukan characterization of Paul. One way to interpret them is to see them as
preposterous in light of the Lukan Paul. Since the Jewish people in the Pauline portion of Acts
are generally presented unfavorably, the reader would see the ludicrous allegations as consistent
with their depiction. 45 After all, even as early as Acts 6 false witnesses conjured up accusations
against Stephen, so there is narrative precedence for such behavior. However, in chapter 21
there are no hints about the unreliability of the charges. Surprisingly, the narrator even explains
why Paul’s accusers assumed that Paul had taken a non-Jew into the Temple, which to some
extent takes them off the hook. A second way to interpret the accusations is to see them as
reflecting actual teachings of the historical Paul as found in his letters rather than the teachings
of the Lukan Paul as found in Acts. Such an interpretation assumes that there are intertextual
connections between Acts and at least some of the Pauline letters, especially Galatians. 46 If one
maintains that the Lukan audience would possess the familiarity with those letters recognize such
45
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connections, then that does raise questions about how such an audience would have perceived
the significant differences between the “Lukan Paul” and the “Pauline Paul.” However, if one
tosses canonical considerations into the ring or even proposals that Acts was written in response
to Marcion and his use of the Pauline letters, as Joseph Tyson has recently argued, 47 there may
be some intriguing possibilities for such intra-canonical readings.
These two aforementioned ways of interpreting the accusations against Paul have varying
degrees of plausibility that deserve greater attention. However, another way to interpret them
seeks to answer these two basic questions: (a) In Acts itself, are there any cues or details about
Paul’s ministry that would provide possible bases for the charges? (b) In Acts, do we find any
intratextual matters that may explain why Paul’s accusers saw him as they did?
Two seemingly insignificant details in the Acts 21 account provide a helpful place to
begin. In verse 27, the Lukan narrator identifies Paul’s accusers as “the Jews from Asia.” Then,
in verse 29, the narrator offers a partial explanation why they thought Paul defiled the Temple by
bringing a Gentile into it. At the heart of their assumption is an earlier sighting of Paul with
Trophimus, whom the narrator describes as “the Ephesian.” On the surface, these two details
offer little to the scene itself, yet the downward spiral of this scene begins here in the narrative
with these Asian Jews over their assumptions about Paul with regard to an Asian Gentile,
specifically from Ephesus. Is it mere coincidence that the last stop for Paul’s itinerant ministry
was in Asia? Could these two minor details encourage the reader of Acts to recall again what
happened in Paul’s ministry there, which just so happens to have been in the city of Ephesus?
The Lukan account of the Pauline ministry in Ephesus takes the entire nineteenth chapter
of Acts. It may not be unimportant to note that Paul remained in the city for two years (see Acts
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19:10), the longest stay for Paul in any one city. The latter half of the chapter focuses on the
dramatic riot scene that city silversmiths instigated (19:21-41), where they regarded Paul as
Jewish and where the Ephesian Jews tried to defend him (19:33-34). In addition, the last half of
chapter 20 includes what is often called Paul’s “farewell speech” to the Ephesian church elders
(20:17). Unfortunately, nothing here offers any help regarding the allegations in chapter 21.
However, the brief Lukan summary (19:8-10) of Paul’s ministry mentions something easily
overlooked. On the one hand, one finds the typical pattern for Paul’s ministry in Acts, including:
(a) Paul first going to the synagogue, (b) Paul proclaiming the Christian message, (c) some Jews
and non-Jews responding favorably to his message, and (d) some sort of Jewish opposition that
soon follows. However, unlike the scenes in many other cities, this summary states that Paul
does not leave town but instead leaves the synagogue as the context for his ministry activities in
favor of a lecture hall (19:10). What is most significant is that the participle in verse 9, which
describes Paul’s departure from the synagogue, is none other than apostas, a most provocative
term that seems to characterize his actions as apostasy. 48 Remember that the rumor that the
Jerusalem church leaders reported was that Paul was teaching apostasian … apo Môüseôs
(21:21), although nothing here in chapter 19 mentions anything about what Paul taught. To be
sure, the narrator implies that Paul had little recourse but to leave the synagogue. Still, one
cannot ignore the word choice here because it suggests not only a departure or separation from
the synagogue but also the possibility that some could interpret such actions negatively.
However, this is not the first time in Acts that Paul left a synagogue and continued his
ministry outside that religious context. Because the other instance, when Paul ministered in
Corinth, appears contextually just before the account in Ephesus, connections between them are
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likely. 49 Similar to many other scenes from the Pauline portion of Acts, opposition follows his
proclamation at the Corinthian synagogue (18:5). 50 Unique to this point in Acts is that Paul does
not leave town. The narrator describes Paul as shaking off his clothes, either as an act of protest
to the way he is treated or as a demonstrative act of severing all ties with the synagogue (18:6),
and moving his ministry next door (18:7). 51 Like the subsequent description of Paul’s ministry
in Ephesus, Paul remains in the city for an extended period of time while serving outside the
synagogue context, due largely to a divine call and message that speaks of a laos in Corinth
belonging to the Lord (18:10)—the same word that Luke reserves in Acts for the people of God
but applied even to Gentiles by James in chapter 15. 52 The narrative rendition, much like what
follows in Ephesus, clearly indicates that Jewish opposition to Paul’s message instigates his
departure from the synagogue. What becomes important for purposes of this study is that here,
in the account of Paul’s ministry in Corinth, the Acts narrative first includes charges or
allegations against Paul by, it just so happens, Jews of that city. While Luke summarizes that
Paul had been teaching 53 the “word of the Lord” (18:11), the Jewish accusers perceive things
very differently—that Paul had been persuading or, as the verb anapeithô may connote,
misleading or seducing people to worship God in ways that are “contrary to the law” (para ton
nomon; 18:13). The difference in perspective between the Lukan narrator and Paul’s Corinthian
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accusers is about Paul’s teaching. One cannot mistake the similarities between this accusation
and the ones raised later about Paul’s teaching by the Jerusalem Christians and the Asian Jews
(21:21, 28). To be sure, the prepositional phrase here compares with the hostility suggested later
on by the phrase kata … tou nomou (21:28), but the nuance of the preposition para suggests that
Paul had been teaching in ways contrary to the law because he was working alongside it. Such a
description coincides with the narrative sketch of Paul’s ministry, with Paul’s new location being
next door or alongside the synagogue. Since the Jewish synagogue functioned as a center of
Jewish identity, law observance and teaching, and worship, with teaching commonly mentioned
in connection with both the Temple and synagogue, it is plausible to conclude that at least some
Jews may have perceived Paul’s teaching activities outside and/or alongside the synagogue as
something distinct from the sacred purposes and practices of the synagogue and its association
with the identity of the Jewish people as the people of God. 54
In light of these earlier episodes from the ministry of Paul to which the accusations
against him seem to allude, it is plausible to conclude that Paul’s actions were interpreted by at
least some Jews, both among the believers and those who were not, as indications that he had
rejected what they all considered to be the categories and markings of the people of God. And in
many respects, they may have been correct. As Philip Towner argues, it is in Corinth, through
divine revelation (18:9-10), where the theological concept of the laos of God as including both
Jew and Gentile comes together fully with Paul’s practice of ministry. He writes,
Mission experience and developments in mission practices are closely bound up with theology;
the historical experiences characterized by opposition, dissonance, paradox and divine revelation
finally lead to a breakthrough which enables a nascent theology to be implemented in practice. In
Corinth, adjustments in mission practice allow Paul to plant a church which, as earlier in Antioch,
may transcend old categories and barriers: the people of God whose sole basis is the gospel about
Jesus the Messiah. 55
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The ugly reactions to Paul in Jerusalem in Acts 21, then, heighten the theological clash between
different understandings of the people of God. Such images are not anti-Jewish, as often
interpreters have contended. Rather, these episodes present the failure of one believing group to
develop a theology of the people of God that identifies with what God was doing and creating
rather than with historical Jewish distinctions.
B. The conflict scenes in the Jerusalem church and the (re)formation of the people of God
What, then, is one to make of these narrative twists and turns in the Book of Acts? If
these three scenes in the Jerusalem church all seemingly deal in one way or another with conflict
that comes with the clash of different understandings of the nature (and therefore mission) of the
people of God, then what does the unfolding of these episodes in a narrative like this say or
imply about such a people?
As I have articulated elsewhere, 56 the narrative arrangement of the book of Acts presents
in progressive fashion three different understandings of what one might designate “the people of
God”: (1) Israel or the Jewish people as the historic people of God, (2) repentant or believing
Israel, and (3) a people including both Jewish and non-Jewish believers of the gospel. In Acts,
the first understanding is modeled by the Jewish religious leaders and by the Jewish people in
general in the Pauline portion; the second is modeled by the Jerusalem believers; and the third is
modeled by the Antiochan church and those groups formed during Paul’s ministry. While these
different understandings or images of the people of God are developed through the first 21
chapters (with the defense of Paul in Acts 22−28 actually functioning as a defense of what has
been laid out in Acts 1−21), all three appear together in the last of the conflicts scenes that we
examined, which may well explain the explosiveness of the situation. In the Lukan presentation
56
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of these differing views, the identification of those who truly belong to God is not through
traditional Jewish distinctions but through the working of God. Such indications of divine
activity are consistently demonstrated throughout Acts by unanimity, worship and the caring for
one another’s needs through the koinônia, and the proclamation of the gospel message.
While the first seven chapters in Acts legitimize an understanding of the Jewish believers
as the people of God, it is obvious that the Lukan “universal” agenda also includes the
consideration and potential place of non-Jewish believers in the theological understanding of the
church or ekkêsia as the people of God. The question in the implied Lukan author’s mind is not
whether the Gentile believers were Christians, were part of the church, or members of the
“people of God.” The narrative presentation suggests that the proclamation of the gospel to the
Gentiles and the acceptance of that message by some of them were part of God’s plan and were
evidence of God’s blessing. The accounts of the deliberations by the Jerusalem church in
chapters 11 and 15 both indicate that those “divine” situations—situations that also created
conflict among them—were interpreted and legitimized in light of Scripture. Rather, the
question is whether Jewish believers would respond to Gentile believers as equal partners in the
church, with actions demonstrating unanimity or division. A response of acceptance and
unanimity by the Jewish believers would affirm what God was doing; they would also
acknowledge their identity together with non-Jewish believers as those who belong to and are
called by God to be God’s people. A response of rejection by the Jewish believers would divide
those in whom God had worked and whom God blessed; they would deny that divine presence
and activity as the basis of their identity as the people of God. This latter possibility would blur
most distinctions between the Jewish believers and the Jews in general, whom the narrative
consistently presents as God’s opponents, rather than with those whom the narrative presents as
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the people of God, the ones in whom one finds the divine presence and blessing. The contrasting
images and the narrative interactions among the various groups of believers and the Jews in
general all seem to identify the church as the people of God that is not distinguished by
traditional Jewish boundaries but by divine activity, worship, and a strong, communal bond
among those who are believers in the gospel message. 57
One of the debates in contemporary scholarship has focused on the Lukan understanding
of the church and Israel. Many contend that the Lukan understanding of the church is of the
“new” Israel or that which replaces the historical people of God. For others such as Jacob Jervell
and Gerhard Lohfink, the church is the “true” Israel or the “restored” Israel, that which
represents the repentant ones among the historical people of God. 58 The Gentile Christians, in
this latter understanding, are included as an “associate” people of God, due to the acceptance of
God’s promises by repentant and faithful Israel. 59 However, while the Lukan narrator
emphasizes the continuity of the church with the historical understanding of God’s people
(which may be why he continues to use the language of the Septuagint to describe the church),
such interpretations do not adequately account for the dynamic quality of the church as a
character in Acts. On the one hand, these interpretations do not consider the rhetorical nature of
the contrasting portrayals of the church and of the Jewish people. Narrative texts do not lend
themselves to precision in definition, but to the creation of an effect in an audience that is invited
to participate in the narrative world of the text. 60 On the other hand, the progressive nature of
the Acts narrative indicates that the replacement of the Jewish people is not the critical issue;
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rather, it assists the implied readers in wrestling with the issue of their identity as the laos, the
people of God, or the ekklêsia, the assembly of those called by God. 61 That is to say, the Acts
narrative does not define precisely the relation between God and the Jewish people. What the
narrative does present, however, is an understanding of the church, not in Jewish or Gentile
terms but as those who belong to God. Thus, in Acts, the focus is on the church as the group that
belongs to God and in which God’s blessing and activity are found.
3. Reflecting theologically on the people of God and mission as Wesleyan-Methodists
What, then, do we as Wesleyan-Methodists see regarding the church and ecclesiology or
understanding of the concept “people of God” as we engage with texts such as Acts? If Scripture
among the four components of the so-called Wesleyan quadrilateral is the foundation of
theological reflection, then how might the narrative of Acts shape our self-understanding and
practices? And what are those areas that we affirm as members of the Wesleyan-Methodist
theological tradition that intersect with what we have seen here in Acts? To be sure, the open
nature of the narrative of Acts may leave us with as many questions as answers. May we seek to
engage with this text and the other texts as Scripture—seeking to respond faithfully as we
converse about what it might mean for us in the Wesleyan-Methodist theological tradition to be
the people of God in the 21st century.
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